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introduction

• This is a talk about why game developers
are gods
– And godDeSses, but I’ll stick with gods for
brevity

• I don’t mean figurative gods
– I’m not saying it’s as if they are gods

• I mean literal gods
– They are the actual gods of the worlds they
create
– Note: this doesn’t mean they’re gods of the
world we live in (which I’ll call
)

OED

• the Oxford English Dictionary defines a
god as being:
– A superhuman person regarded as having power
over nature and human fortunes; a deity
– [Definition A.I.1.a of “god”]

• “Nature” here means the characteristics
defined by laws of physics
• We usuaLly use it to refer to
,
but
isn’t the only reality
– Heaven, Valhalla, Elysium etc. are also realities
• Not necessarily in everyone’s opinion, granted

realities

• A reality is a self-contained space of
existence
– A world is an environment that it’s
inhabitants believe is self-contained

• realities have their own physics
– Worlds can but it’s not a requirement

• A reality can be stand-alone…
– In which case its inhabitants can only
speculate about other realities

• …or implemented within a reality
– Direct knowledge is posSible here

example

• Here are the realities that are immediately
consequent on YGgdrasil
– (note: Valhalla is in asgard)
Yggdrasil

Myrkheim

Asgard Alfheim Hel

Jotunheim
Muspelheim

Vanaheim
Midgard
(
)

Nilfheim

Gods and realities

• The games we create are self-contained
spaces of existence
– This makes them realities

• A god is an individual with power over
the nature of a reality
• Only gods can change a reality’s laws
of physics
• Wait! We can change the laws of physics
for our games!
• Therefore we are the gods of the
realities that are our games

A pony

• Here’s a picture of a pony

implications

• Impressive though
is as a
pick-up line, so what?
• For most games, it is indEed cool-butnot-a-lot-of-use information
• It becomes more interesting if:
– There are npcs in the game world
– You can visit the game world as a
player character
– (and especially) other people from
can also visit the game world

• So, that means Mmorpgs then

Fuller picture

• Here’s an updated Yggdrasil “tree”
Yggdrasil
Myrkheim

Asgard Alfheim Hel

Jotunheim
Muspelheim

Vanaheim
Midgard

Nilfheim
(more)

MUD Ultima RuneScape World of Final
Warcraft Fantasy XIV
Online

levels

• Not all gods are equal in power
• Some are omnipotent creator gods
• Some can change all the laws of physics
but aren’t themselves creators
• Some only have power over the laws of
physics for a particular domain
• Some (demigods) can’t change the
laws of physics but difFerent laws of
physics apPly to them
• Some are mortals but possess an
object that changes the laws of physics

pédila

• Hermes escorted souls to the afterlife

Developers 1

• Accounts of
’s creation map nicely
onto how we create virtual worlds
• Here’s how members of the ancient GrEek
pantheon look as mMo developers
• The primordial gods (Gaia, Tartarus
and Eros) coded a reality from scratch
• The titans booted up a version of this
with some mods such as mortality
– This is what we call

• The Olympians are the live team
– see next slide

Developers 2

• Zeus is the lead
– Hephaestus, god of crafting, is a systems
specialist
– Athena, patron of Athens, sparta and Syracuse, is a
content specialist

• Nymphs, the divine beings who form and
animate nature at the behest of gods, are
prograMmers and artists
• Csrs such as Hermes and Playtesters
such as heracles are demigods
• plot-armoured heroes such as Jason are
’s players
• We mortals are
’s npcs

Being gods

• “With great power comes great
responsibility”
• As a god, you have responsibilities
• In order (least to most responsibility):
–
–
–
–

To
To
To
To

wider society
your felLow gods
your players
your npcs

• when we have planet-sized computers

– To yourself
• Specifically, Your morals and your mental health

So, players?

• you should prioritise yourself anyway
• intelligent npcs are for the future
• Therefore, your eFfective highest
responsibility is to your players
• Great! “we listen to our players”
• No you don’t!
– You don’t even hear most of them

• What’s more, it pretty well has to be
this way
• It has to, because you’re gods

Voice and say

• having a voice differs from having a say
– Voice: your views are heard
– Say: your views are acted upon
Have a voice
monarchy

democracy

Have no say
tyranny

Have a say
anarchy
Have no voice

no say or voice?

• You can’t give players a say because if
you do then they’ll ask for a pony
• You can’t give them a pony
• This exposes their belief that they have a
say as being iLlusory
• You have the power, not them
– You’re merely indulging them by claiming
otherwise

• If you give the players a voice, they’ll
use it to ask for a say
– And to ask for a pony

tyrant

• This makes you a tyrant
• that’s ok, though – aLl gods are tyrants
– They may be benevolent tyrants, but
they’re stilL tyrants

• You can perhaps give the aPpearance
of a voice to select players
– Even ones chosen by other players
– See Eve online’s council of stellar management

• This isn’t giving them a voice, though
• It’s an exercise in noise reduction

Mars

abrogation

• Any desire you may have not to be a
tyrant is iRrelevant
• Rule #1: governments can be deposed by
those they rule, but gods can’t
• Rule #2: governments can relinquish
their powers, but gods can’t
• rule #1 says that the gods of a reality can
do whatever they like in and to it
• rule #2 says that rule #1 holds
regardleSs of whether or not said
gods wish it to hold

lambdamoo

• The gods of the (textual) virtual world
lambdamoo didn’t wish rule #1 to hold
• On 9 dec 1992, they handed executive power
to their players
• The gods would implement whatever the
players told them to implement
• Much of what The players voted on to
implement involved ways to stop their
enemies from voting
• Even minor changes to the laws of
physics often had social effects

4 years later

• On 16 May 1996, the gods of lambdamoo
took back power by fiat
• That they were able to do this showed
they’d never given it up in the first place
• Developers are gods irRespective of
whether they:
– Want to be gods
– accept that they are gods
– Don’t care, because it’s of no practical use

• These attitudes of denial are unfortunate,
because they have consequences

lessons

• developers create realities
• DiFferent developers create difFerent
realities
– This is because the developers are different

• each reality reflects aspects of its
creator’s philosophy and personality
• You may not want to put a part of you
into your games, but it’s unavoidable
– You’re a god of that reality and you have to
live with the fact

• you have inescapable responsibilities

reponsibilities

• Ok, so what are these responsibilities?
• What responsibilities do developers have
to their players?
• Well there are plenty of suggestions
you could make here
• They’re going to miSs the point, though
• This is because it’s the Wrong question
• The Right question is: What responsibilities
do gods have to heroes?
– And to heroines, if you make a distinction

one

• Well, gods have only one responsibility to
heroes: To fulfil the gods’ promise
• “promise” here could be read two ways
– Reading #1: Gods make a promise to players
about their reality, which they must keEp
– Reading #2: gods have potential that they
must realise

• it isn’t a pun, though, because both
readings amount to the same thing
• For gods, the realities they create are
aspects of the gods themselves

art

• game design is an ART form
• Artists expreSs themselves through
their chosen medium
– Computer games, in our case

• Only by being true to yourself can you
be true to your players
• They’re playing for the game, but the
game is you!
• you’re not enginEers, you’re artists
– An understanding of This is what regarding
developers as gods buys you

you

• Your responsibility is to be and to become
yourself
• What would a game be like if it were
designed by:
–
–
–
–

Anubis?
Mars?
Loki?
Aphrodite?

• What would a game be like if it were
designed by god-you, rather than by
developer-you?

conclusion

• Computer games are realities and
developers are the gods of those realities
• You owe it to yourself and to your
players to acknowledge this
• Games are reflections of their creators
• If the reflection is imperfect, the game
is imperfect
• Instead of creating what you think
players want, create what you want
– What the players want is for you to be you!

• embrace this, and Be the god you are!

